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HIS MERCY
IS FROM AGE
TO AGE
LUKE 1 :50
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Dear brothers and sisters!

“His mercy is from age to age” (Lk
This is the theme of the Third World Day for 
Grandparents and the Elderly, and it takes us 
back to the joyful meeting between the young 

Lk 

addressed the Mother of God with words that, 
millennia later, continue to echo in our daily 
prayer: “Blessed are you among women and 

prompted her to respond with the , 
in which she proclaimed that the Lord’s mercy 

encounter between different generations: 
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between grandparents and grandchildren, 

people to bring joy to the hearts of the elderly, 
as Mary did to Elizabeth, and gain wisdom from 

us not to abandon the elderly or to push them to 
the margins of life, as tragically happens all too 

This year, the World Day for Grandparents 
and the Elderly takes place close to World 

The Lord trusts that young people, through 
their relationships with the elderly, will realize 
that they are called to cultivate memory and 
recognize the beauty of being part of a much 

can help the young to see life not only in terms 
of the present and realize that not everything 

elderly, the presence of a young person in their 
lives can give them hope that their experience 

shared awareness that the Lord’s mercy is 
from generation to generation remind us that, 
alone, we cannot move forward, much less 
save ourselves, and that God’s presence and 
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renew my invitation to everyone – dioceses, 
parishes, associations and communities – to 
celebrate this Day and to make it the occasion of 
a joyful and renewed encounter between young 

set out on your journey, visit your grandparents 
or an elderly person who lives alone!  Their 
prayers will protect you and you will carry in 

you, the elderly among us, to accompany by your 
prayers the young people about to celebrate 

answer to your prayers, the fruits of all that you 
have sown, the sign that God does not abandon 
his people, but always rejuvenates them with the 

Dear grandparents, dear elderly brothers 
and sisters, may the blessing of the embrace 
between Mary and Elizabeth come upon you and 

Mary
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between young and old, God points us towards 

open our eyes to the dawn of salvation: in 
their embrace, God’s mercy quietly breaks into 

like a snapshot, that embrace between the young 

John the Baptist, and to frame it in their minds 

gesture that would include grandparents and the 

in families and communities is a precious one, 
for it reminds us that we share the same heritage 
and are part of a people committed to preserving 

well as society, needs them, for they entrust to 
the present the past that is needed to build the 

ourselves of their company nor depriving them 

cast aside!

The World Day for Grandparents and the 
Elderly is meant to be a small but precious sign 
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activity are always part of something greater, 

the , as she rejoiced in God, who, in 

To better appreciate God’s way of acting, let 
us remember that our life is meant to be lived to 
the full, and that our greatest hopes and dreams 
are not achieved instantly but through a process 
of growth and maturation, in dialogue and in 

on the here and now, on money and possessions, 
on “having it all now”, are blind to the way God 

and calls us at every moment to keep pressing 
forward

virtual reality can entrap us, preventing us from 

it means not dwelling on the loss of physical 
strength and thinking with regret about missed 

ourselves to be shaped by God’s grace, which 
from generation to generation frees us from 
inertia and from dwelling on the past!


